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Introduction

This final report for the period January 31, 1975 to January 31 , 1978

describes the summary findings of three projects all successfully completed

during this time.

The first part of the report concentrated on the development of an

X-ray time resolved spectrometer capable of analyzing spectra in the energy

range of 4.2 KeV to 12.4 KeV. The spectrometer which had a time resolution

of approximately 2.4 isec. with a wave length discrimination of better than

4% Is described in detail In Part I of this report.

The second section of this report concentrates on the associated

electronics for the detection of the optical signal which appears at the

plastic scintillator attached on the X-ray spectrometer. Originally we had

considered the use of a Kerr cell camera to record the output from the

scintillator. We found It more expedient instead to use a video storage

system to detect and store the signal from the spectrometer. The unfolding

of the X-ray spectrum can be performed at a much slower rate. The details

of the detection accessories are incl uded in Part II of this report.

Finally, the report concludes with the description and main findings

of an attempt to use a plasma gun to inject plasma in the implosion chamber

of a SHIVA experiment. The original plan was to provide a total Injection

mass of 1 m~n. As it turns out, a much higher mass could be injected. The

outcome of our Investigations appears to be most promising and the details

of the work are described in Part III of this report.
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PART I

DEVELOPMENT OF A TIME-RESOLVED X-RAY SPECTROMETER FOR

INTENSE X-RAY SOURCES

by

CARLTON E. SPECK
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Research S~nnary

During the contract period an x-ray spectrometer has been designed and

constructed which is capable of analyzing spectra In the energy range of 4.2 keV

to 12.4 keV or correspondingly in the wavelength range of lA to 3A . The spectro-

meter can time resolve the observed spectra to approximately 2.4nsec with a wave-

length resolution better than 4%. Concurrent with the development of the spectro-

meter has been the design and construction of a flash x-ray source. This source

is in the form of an exploding wire device. Presently tungsten wires are

utilized with driving vol tages up to about 15 keV. This device is a prolific

source of x-rays in the range of the spectrometer with emission times over

several hundred nsec.

Introduction

The renewed interest in the development of exploding wire and foil devices

as intense sources of x-rays has necessitated the development of new diagnostic

techniques capable of time resolving x-ray spectra within a total emission

time on the order of a hundred nanoseconds. In the work reported here such a

time-resol ved x-ray spectrometer has been developed based on the convex curved

crystdl geometry of Birks~~ (See Fig. 1). In this geometry the collimated

x-ray beam to be analyzed is incIdent on a bent diffracting crystal such that

the Bragg condition is satisfied for photons of different energies at different

locations along the crystal. In this manner a wide energy range of x-ray

photons can be simultaneously diffracted. Using a plastic scintillator at

the output of the spectrometer provides a means of converting the x-rays to

visible photons. The visibl e image can then be resolved in time by using

existing high-speed devices such as an electronic smear or Kerr cel l camera.

___________________________ 
— 
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In order to have a suitabl e flash x-ray source , an exploding wire facility

has also been developed under this contract. The basic apparatus is similar

to that reported by Hmndel~
2
~ but has been designed to be compatible with

the capacitor bank and high voltage insulator system used in an existing plasma

focus device.

The development of the x-ray spectrometer and the exploding wire apparatus

are detailed in the remainder of this report.

The X-Ray Spectrometer

Design Considerations

Only limited data has been reported in the literature concerning the

characteristics of the x-radiation from exploding wire x-ray sources. For

initial design purposes the observations of H~nde1 et ai .’~~ have been utilized .

Their observations indicated that significant amount of hard x-rays were

emitted at energies comparable to the driving vol tage (a 20 kV capacitor bank

vol tage in their experiments) when tungsten wires were exploded. The emission

occurred as a single pulse in time with a half-amplitude width of about 30 nsec.

Collimated scintillator/photomultiplier observations and time-integrated pin-

hole camera pictures located the source of the most intense hard x-ray emission

to be a small circular area surroundi ng the wire on the anode face al though

x-rays were also emitted from the body of the wire near its anode end . They

suggested that the hard x-rays were produced as if the device were an x-ray

tube with the electron beam being provided by thermionic emission from the wire

while the observed softer x-radiatlon from the body of the wire was attributed

to Bremsstrahlung.

Based on these observations it was decided to l imit the maximum energy of

——— 
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the spectrometer to a value somewhat lower than 2OkeV. This decision resulted in

two design simplifications. First, the development of the x-ray source was more

rapid since an existing 20 keV capacitor bank could be employed. Second, the

detection of x—rays on nanosecond time scales suggested the use of a fast plastic

scintillator at the output pl ane of the spectrometer. This material would have

to be excessively thick if detection of x-rays above about l5keV were attempted.

The latter will be discussed more fully below.

Conversion of x-rays to visible photons on nanosecond time scales is

effectively performed in a plastic scintillator. Coninercially availabl e material

such as NE1O2 (Nuclear Enterprises, Inc.) has decay times and therefore time

resolutions on the order of 2.4nsec. For simplicity in the design of the optics

between the scintillator and the detector used to observe the visible photons,

it was decided to use a flat output plane rather than a circular one as is

common in high resolution spectrometers. Since x-rays which diffract off the

analyzing crystal will not all pass normal to the surface of the scintillator

when it is in the form of a flat sheet, it is necessary to keep the detector

thin. If it Is too thick, the x-rays which pass obliquely through the sheet

increase the length along the scintillator which is excited and therefore the

resolution of the spectrometer will be degraded.

The required thickness of the scintillator material is a function of the

energy dependent absorption characteristics of the material. Although absorp-

tion efficiencies are not available from the manufacturer for x-ray energies

below 20 keV, they can be Inferred from the measurements of Berstein.~~
Assuming the absorption goes as

A = 1 - ~~~

— - ~~
.---—- — - . .—.— - . _______________.— — — - - -~~~~~——— -. —. —.—- - .
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where p is the photoelectric absorption coefficient of the scintillator , and

d is its thickness, Berstein ’s data for NE1O2 material fitted at 5.lkeV and

d = 2xlO 2cm yields

- 2.37x103
U-

E
where E is the x-ray energy in keV. In fitting this data it has been assumed

that p E 3 consistent with the photoelectric effect. Using this expression ,

a calculation of the thickness at which l/e of the x-rays will be absorbed

yields the following values :

E (key) d (cm) d (mil)

20 1.55 610
15 0.65 256
10 0.19 75
5 0.02 7.9

Since some of the x-rays will pass through the scintillator with an angle

of 45° (See Fig. (1) with the curved sheet replaced by a flat one), the spatial

resolution along the sheet at these energies will be on the order of thickness

of the detector. In attempting to keep the resolution of the spectrometer

relatively high q a value of 30 mil was chosen for the thickness. This insures

that the resolution is dependent upon the collimation system rather than the

scintillator. From the above thickness calculations it is noted that this

will l imit the high energy absorption, say above lOkeV , but is entirely adequate

at the lower energies.

The actual conversion efficiency at the higher x-ray energies is not as

poor as might be inferred from the above observations. Approximately 500eV of

absorbed x-ray energy is required to produce one 3eV visible photon. Hence ,

al though fewer high energy x-rays are absorbed, each one which is absorbed

delivers a proportionally greater amount of energy to the scintillator. For

- — - ~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~- - .____ — - 
. .  -

- ~.e— ~
••____ _ 
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30 mil thick NE1O2 material and assuming a value of approximately 2E visible

photons for each absorbed x-ray of energy E keV , the following percentage

absorption and relative conversion efficienc ies resul t:

E (keV) A (%)

20 2% 0.8
15 5% 1.5
10 17% 3.4
5 76% 7,6

where 11 is defined as the relative number of visible photons produced time s

A . Clearly, with the present scintillator , the spectrometer is most sensitive

in the energy range below about l5keV.

At the low energy end of the spectrum the sensitivity is limited by any

absorber in the path of the x—ray beam. Using an exploding wire for the source

It is necessary to place a window which is opaque to visible lig ht at the

entrance to the spectrometer. These sources also produce an intense flash of

visible light which would scatter inside the spectrometer and ultimately would

be detected along with the photons produced in the scintillator. The window

also serves the purpose of preventing the vaporized wire from entering the

spectrometer and subsequently plating out the diffraction crystal.

The lowest density material which can be ohtained In thin pin-hole free

self-supporting sheets Is beryllium . Mass absorption characteristics of Be

are readily availabl e in the iiterature.’~
5
~ SInce 5 mil Be sheet is available

off the shelf and is capable of supporting a vacuum over reasonable spans, it

was chosen as the window material. The absorption characteristics of this

window is summarized below for selected energies:

- 
.
~~~ 

- - _ _ _ _ _ _
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E (key) e~’~ (L = 0.005”)

12 0.99
10 0.98
8 0.95
6 0.89
4 0.73
3 0.46
2 0.09

it is clear that the window cuts off very rapidly below 4keV defining approximate-

ly the low-energy l imit of the spectrometer.

Combining the effect of the absorption in the Be window with the energy

conversion efficiency of the scintillator yields a curve which is useful in

determining the required diffraction crystal . This curve , indicating the

relative number of visibl e photons produced per incident x-,ay of energy E

is shown in Fig. (2). The overall response displays a maximum near 6keV with

a useful energy range from roughly 3 to l2keV . This range is consistent with

first order diffraction from the 200 planes of LiF where 4.22keV x-rays are

diffracted at 450 and l2.4keV x-rays at 15°. Al though the range could be

expanded somewhat, the experimental difficulties ‘in looking at nearly perfect

reflection (‘~3.1keV) or grazing incidence (>25keV) do not warrant the increase.

Other crystals could be employed but would also require a redesign of the

detector and window geometries.

The wavelength resol ution of the spectrometer can be estimated approximate-

ly from the val ues given in Birks ’ original paper. Given that the diffraction

crystal is thin , that the detection surface is approximately 6Onmt from the

crystal , and that the collimation slits are on the order of im wide, the

resolution AA/A should range from about 1% at 4keV to about 3.5% at l2keV .

With a flat, rather than a curved detector plane, the resolution Is somewhat

-

~ 
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degraded by the finite thickness of the scintillator and by a somewhat different

dispersion along the plane.

Physical Structure

From the above considerations the spectrometer was designed and constructed.

A description of the device is presented in the following. (See Fig. (3)).

The spectrometer is housed in a brass vacuum enclosure which is evacuated

through the connection to the x-ray source. Evacuation is required in order

to el iminate the excessive absorption of low energy x-rays in air. This

connection also serves as the optical path for the x-rays from the source. A

5 mil thick pinhole-free beryllium sheet (not shown) is placed in this optical

path in order to prevent the passage of visible light into the spectrometer.

This sheet also serves to prevent contaminants from the source from entering

the spectrometer and subsequently plating out on the diffraction crystal. The

beryllium window is better than 73% transmitting for x-rays with energies

greater than 4keV .

Collimation of the x-ray beam is accomplished with a two-slit system

constructed from lead. Each of the l.5nin slits are 0.5cm thick and 2.54cm wide.

The two sl its are spaced 5.18cm apart . Ultilizing the exploding wire x-ray

source to be described later in which the diffraction crystal Is approximately

14.5cm from the wire, the collimation system constrains the crystal to view an

x-ray source which is approximately 0.7cm in length.

The LiF analyzing crystal was manufactured by Harshaw Chemical Company

of Solon, Ohio. It is 0.51cm in width and length, im thick, and is bent on a

radius of 0.41cm. An adj ustable brass holder locates the crystal at the center

of the output slit of the collimator. The 200 diffracting planes of the crystal

are parallel to the cylindrical surface so as to diffract x-rays of energies in 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~— - — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - -~- -~~~ - - - - . -
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the range of 4.22keV to l2.4keV in the primary order.

After diffract ion, the x-rays propagate approximately 55mm to a 30 mll

thick plastic scintillator sheet where they are absorbed and converted to visible

photons. The NE1O2 scintillator is manufactured by Nuclear Enterprises, Inc. of

San Carlos , California. It has an emission maximum at 423nm with the energy

conversion efficiency being approximately 3 times greater for 4.22keV x-rays

than for those at 12.4keV. The scintillator sheet forms a vacuum window across

an 8cmx0.5cin slit on the flange at the output of the spectrometer with the seal

between the window and the flange being accomplished with “Torr-Seal” low vapor

pressure epoxy. In the present mode of operation the scintillations from the

window are viewed by an electronic smear camera which yields a photograph of

the emission spectv~ along the direction of the slit wi th the time evolution

being provided in the orthogonal direction along the film. The output flange

was made removable so as to provide a means for developing different detection

geometries.

Exploding Wire X-Ray Source

During the contract period an exploding wire device was designed and

constructed to serve as a flash x-ray source for the x-ray spectrometer. The

final design, shown in Fig. (4), consists of a chamber which has been fitted

to the high voltage terminal structure previously used in our plasma focus

apparatus. This structure provides both the anode and cathode connections as

well as the rear vacuum seal . By employing this existing unit, a considerable

amount of design time was saved. The overall device is described in detail In

the fol1o;~ing paragraphs.

-
‘- - -  ‘~- -—- --- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — - —4
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The chamber Is basically a cylinder 13.5cm in length and 7.5cm in dia-

meter. A wi re support 2.54cm in diameter and of variabl e length is located

along the axis of the chamber. In the present configuration this support is

10 cm in length wi th the last 3cm being composed of OFHC copper serving as an

anode. This section is also segmented so as to provide a clamp for the wire.

The two segments are held together by set screws which are not shown in Fig. 4.

The wire to be exploded extends from the anode along the axis to a clamp on

the flange at the end of the chamber. This flange serves as the cathode of the

~zevice. The clamping arrangement insures that the wire is taut and ‘Is exactly

on axis. A second flange provides the vacuum seal at the cathode ~ d of the

chamber with the region between the two flanges being evacuated by means of

holes in the wire clamp. Typically the wire is made of 10 mil tungsten and

is 3.5cm in length.

The chamber is evacuated by means of a four inch oil diffusion pump topped

with a refrigerated baffle. Ultimate base pressure attained by this system is

lxlO 7Torr although the background pressures are typically on the order of 1

xl0 5lorr during experimental conditions. Approximately 10 minutes are required

to replace the wire in the chamber and to pump this system down to this order

of pressure.

As noted above, the electrical connections are made on the concentric

anode and cathode terminals at the rear of the chamber. A newly designed header

(not shown) provides a low inductance transition between these terminals and

eight parallel six foot lengths of RG-8 coaxial cable. These ca~ es are connected

via a triggered air-gap to a capacitor bank composed of four 15~F low inductance

condensers. The bank can be charged to a maximum of 20kV with a resultant

stored energy of l2kJ. From the observed current waveform during a discharge

at an ambient background pressure of 4 Torr (a condition in which the wire does

— — - -—. - . - .t_ __ ...._~
_ . _ 

~~~~~~~~~~ —.-- — - .~~~
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not explode) the total measured series inductance of the system is ~ll0 nh.

The corresponding quarter period ring time (i.e., the time required to reach

current maximum) is approximately 4psec . This time Is slightly greater during

an explosion event due to the increased effective radius of the wire.

A vacuum port is provided on the chamber wall for a connection to the

x-ray spectrometer. This port not only serves to evacuate the spectrometer

but to also provide a direct path between the x-ray source and the spectro-

meter coll imation system. Depending upon the length of the copper anode, the

spectrometer can be made to view the x-ray emission from the wire or the thick

target Bremsstrahlung from the anode.
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PART II

A PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF A NANOSECOND RESOLUTION X-RAY

DETECTOR FOR AN X-RAY SPECTROMETER

by
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 A Basic X-Ray Spectrometer System

The presence of ‘Intense flash x-ray sources In the laboratory has

increased greatly in the recent past. Continued research into the

characteristics of the dense plasma focus and laser generated plasmas,

as well as a renewed interest in exploding wires and foils, has pointed

out the need for a suitable X-ray spectrometer capable of yielding time-

resolved information on individual events. The duration of these events

is quite short, that is, anywhere from 1 to 1000 nanoseconds. Observa-

tion of time resolved X-ray spectra is a requirement in order to develop

a clear understanding of the X-ray generation mechanism.

A search of the available literature reveals that no such device

exists at present. Detailed X-ray spectra, even on a time average basis ,

have not been able to be measured in single event short duration plasmas.

Currently, there is no method available to the researcher to obtain

time resolved continuous spectra. Existing equipment uses Ross fil ter

pairs coupled with silicon diode detectors~~ or scintillator/foil band-

pass filters with photomultiplier detection.~
2’~ These filter techniques 

*

are capable of providing time resolution down to a few nanoseconds. How-

ever, they are only useful for detecting small energy ranges. Thus, to

achieve any degree of spectral resolution, a large number of these units

— and the associated recording devices are required. This sacrifices any

sort of spatial resolution and, needless to say, much money.

- 
~~

— .—-- —- -
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Other methods are available for obtaining continuous spectra from

a source. They are the focusing crystal (4) and the convex curved
crystal , the latter method based on Bragg diffraction and developed

primarily by 1. S. Birks.~~

As original ly described, these methods required the use of photo-

graphic emulsions whose sensitivity is quite low. The spectra thus

obtained could be of extremely high resolution, but were obviously not

time resolvable. Many events were required to produce enough X-ray

flux to provide sufficient film darkening in these experiments. How-

ever, Birks stated that if the emulsion in his device were replaced by

a scintillator and suitable optical detector, time resolution could be

obtained. (See Fig. 1).

If one were to use a series of photomultipliers In viewing the out-

put scintillator of such a device, Its advantages would be lost for the

same reasons which make the filter techniques impractical. In fact, such

a device would be even more ‘Impractical due to the low diffraction ef-

ficiency of the curved crystal.

What Is required with a Birks type spectrometer is a detector which

must be continuously distributed over the output plane of the spectro-

meter, have the required time resolvability and sensitivity , and it must

have an output which can be read conveniently.

The wide range of photoelectronic imaging devices currently avail-

-— 
able are capable of providing this type of detector.

— —_
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X-ray image converters have been developed for use in X-ray spectro-

meters,(6) industrial applications,~~ and for medical diagnostics. (8,9)

High sensitivity is the only prerequisite for these cases as no time

resolvability is required. However, Bernstein and Hai developed a time

resolved X-ray pinhole camera using a beryllium shielded scintillator

and an image converter camera,~”°~ but it did not have the sensitivity
required In our present application.

These ideas are to be combined, then, to achieve a time resolvable

X-ray spectrometer. A Birks type convex curved crystal spectrometer

will diffract X-rays onto a plastic scintillator. This scintillator is

to be observed by a high-sensitivity (large gain) gatable imaging

device. The output of this device must be a signal which is capabl e of

providing recordable quantitative data.

At the onset of the project, It was proposed that a commercially

availabl e intensified vidicon tube was capable of meeting these require-

ments~~~ since a) it had the sensitivity and b) the output would be

in a convenient video—type format. It also had the added attraction of

being capable of storing the image of the scintillator for long periods

of time.

1.2 Purpose of the Thesis

It is now the purpose of this thesis to describe in detail how the

imaging device was chosen and what the details of the supportive

circuitry are. This will involve first a description of two X-ray

sources , the exploding wire and the electron gun. Their outputs were

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- 
~~~~~~~-- — j Jj~__~ 7~~~~~ - 
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characterized so that quantitative determinations could be made with

which to specify the Imaging device. Secondly, the spectrometer, which

was constructed previous to the author’s involvement with the project,

wil l be characterized to give more information as to the requirements

of the imaging device.

Lastly, the entire detection system which includes the use of a

storage device (a video disk system) will be described. This should

enable the reader to see how the concept of the time-resolvable X-ray

spectrometer was taken from the block diagram stage (see Fi g. 2) to

the hardware device itself.
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CHAPTER TI

THE X-RAY SOURCES

2.1 The Exploding Wire

In order to adequately specify a detection device, a source of

X-rays must exist to use for analysis and testing. Two flash sources

are readily available for laboratory use; the dense plasma focus and

the exploding wire. ~U ~l2)

Because of the ease of constructing a system and the repro-

ducibi1ity~~~ of the X-ray pulse, it was decided to use the exploding

wire source. An existing vacuum system and capacitor bank , both

previously used in plasma focus experiments, were adapted to provide

supportive hardware for the exploding wire system.

Figure 3 is a schematic of the exploding wire system. Figure 4

is a drawing of the coaxial header which contains ports for vacuum and

diagnostic connections as well as electrical connections.

The vacuum system Is capable of pumping to pressure of less than

torr, but the explosions were usuall~# done with background 
*

* 

pressures of between io 6 and lO~~ torr. The capacitor bank voltages

were varied from 10 to 15 kllovolts before they were discharged through

the wire.

The total capacitance of the system is 6O~f in the form of four

parallel 15~
f low inductance high voltage capacitors. This bank is

capable of storing up to 12 kllojoules. The inductance of the system

7
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is distributed in the wire, its support, the coaxial header, and in the

8 parallel six foot lengths of RG-8 cable connecting the capacitor bank

to the coaxial header.

The caluclated value of the total inductance is approximately 160

nanohenries. Thus, a calculated LC constant yields a prediction of a

4.9~sec quarter period ring time as the capacitor discharges and the

LC circuit rings.

In order to provide a check of these val ues and to look for the

current breaks04’ observed by others in the discharge, a Rogovski coil

was mounted around the inner conductors of one of the RG-8 cables.

-
~~~~ Figure 5 is an oscillograph of the dI/dt signal during a typical dis-

charge. Note the current breaks during the initial stages of the dis-

charge. Also note that the quarter period ring time is approximately

4psec. Thus, the system has an observed inductance of approximately

110 nanohenries, depending upon the tolerances of the capacitor vdlues .

2.2 Characterization of the X-Ray Pulse

Two characteristics of the X-ray output from the exploding wire

had to be obtained. First, a time scale observation had to be made to

* 

I 

see If the results agreed with previous experiments.~~
5
~ Secondly,

the intensity of the pulse had to be estimated and then measured in

some manner. In the latter area, there has been no publ i st~ed data.

leaving only the original proposed estimate of a source strength of
6 (16approxImately 10 ergs/sr.

II.

— 
-
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In order to obtain a time scale observation, the X-rays had to be

converted to a recordable electrical signal . This was achieved using

a scintillator-photomultipl ier combination at the diagnostic port.

Two 30 mU by 1.6” scintiiiator 0
~~ disks were placed in front of a

beryllium (.002” pinhole free)- scintillator vacuum window on the out-

put port. A li ght-tight aluminum foil tube surrounded the scinti llator

disks and one end of the tube was placed around the vacuum window. The

other end led to the faceplate of a photomultiplier tube (PNT) biased

at 1800 volts.

As a wire was exploded, X-rays (but no visibl e light) passed

through the beryllium and hit the scintillators . Their glow registered

on the PMT. After amplification of this signal , it was traced out on

an oscilloscope and recorded photographically. Figure 6 shows a

schematic of the technique used.

Previous work with a system of relatively the same inductance but

lower capacitance (.4~f versus 60pf)
O5

~
18) yielded X-ray output pulses

which had from 20 to 30 nanosecond half widths. Figures 7 and 8 show

results from our exploding wire source. Both photographs in Figure 7

show half-widths of approximately 300-400 nanoseconds while Figure 8

shows it to be about 500 nanoseconds. Note that the pulses are rough-

ly the same shape as those obtained by Handel et al.,02’18~ and that

in Figure 8, a restrike output was also obtained several hundred nano-

seconds after the Initial pulse was extinguished. This is a phenomenon

which was also observed by Handel and co-workers.09~

• 
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These results, therefore, show that we may expect an X-ray pulse
from a wire exploded in this system to last in the vicinity of 500 nano-

seconds. This is long enough to yield several 10 to 100 nanosecond

spectral frames within the duration of such events.

Obv iously, the next step is to try and obtain an estimate (based

on experiment) of the Intensity of such X-ray pulses. The route chosen

to do this was to compare this source strength to that of some known ,

or cal ibratable source. This required the construction of a call-

bratable source, namely, an electron gun.

The electron gun was constructed and mounted in a brass plate in

place of the brass cathode and wire clamp shown in Figure 4. Figure 9

shows the electrical schematic of the electron gun with the high voltage

accelerating supply attached to the anode. Another modification was

made to the anode inside the vacuum chamber. The flat copper anode was

replaced by a copper anode with a 450 slant on its face directed toward

the diagnostic port. This was done to increase the X-ray flux directed

at the port for both the e-gu;. and the exploding wi re.

Figure ID shows the electron gun mounted in place on the vacuum

system and chamber. The hi gh voltage supply attached directly to the

gun is capable of striking an emission from the gun with approximately

2 kV of accelerating potential. Additional energy is imparted to the

electrons by the high voltage supply biasing the anode. It is capable

of giving the bear final energy of ~3O kY.

_______ -5- -5— ——-5-- - -5-— - -- —-- — — —
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Calibration was done by means of calculation and co~~arlson 0~~

film darkening. X-rays are generated at the anode surface by thick

target brensstrahlung using the i-gun. We also modeled the explod ng

wire as generating X-rays In the same manner to obtain an o’~der of

magnitude estimate of its strength.

With a current I impinging on a thick target after being accel-

crated by a voltage V , the resulting X-ray flux has intensity 1~

given by the formula,(20)

~ a1ZV~

for copper, a1 l.2x10 9 and Z = 29. The total energy is then given

by

E = I t~
t

where t is the duration of the event. If I is a function of time ,

then so is I.~ which would then require an integral expression to find

E rather than a simple product. However, in order to achieve a simple

estimate of the X-ray flux, i will be held constant at some average

value for the duration of the event.

A plate of Polaroid Type 57 film was placed in front of the

berylliuni—scintillator vacuum window while still in Its light-ti ght

packet. After exposing the film to an X-ray burst from the exploding

wire, the film was developed. The same procedure was followed wi th the

electron gun. Film was exposed to X-rays produced by the c-gun for
— periods lasting from several seconds to 5 minutes. These exposures

-
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were then matched visually with the various pictures from the exploding

wires. Matching was done by comparison of gray color (degree of expo-

sure) and those closest to one another were then paired.

The table below gives a typical mid-range result for one such

experiment. I

Table 1. Intensity Calculation for X-ray Source Strength

Exploding Wire E-Gun

Voltage (V) 14.6 KV 11 KY

Current (I) ‘~..l0 k maps (12 ,14,18) .21 ma

T ime (t) 30O~sec 30 sec

Intensity 
~~~ 

7.4x104 watts 8.8x10 4 watts

Energy (It.t) 2.2xlO 2 joules 2.6xlO 2 ,~oules

or 2.2x105 ergs or 2.6x105 ergs

4 These values for E correspond to approximately 2x104 ergs/sr as

a source strength, not nearly as high as estimated In the original

proposal.’~
6
~ However, the results as shown in Table 1 are in agree—

ment with the visual matching. Thus, they have been accepted and will

be used later In calculating the spectrometer efficiency and required

H 

— 

detector sensitivity.
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CHAPTER III

THE CURVED CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER

3.1 CharacterIstics of the Spectrometer

Design and construction of the curved crystal spectrometer was

carried out previous to the author’s involvement with the project. Its

form follows that described by Birks~
5
~ with a few minor changes. As

shown in Figure 11 , two collimators were used to develop a 2mmx4nr spot

on a bent LIF crystal. The cylindrical section, which the crystal was

shaped to, made the 4am spot length correspond to the z direction and

the 2am width to the azimuthal direction (cylindrical coordinates).
5—

A .001 1 beryl lium window was added to each collimator along with

glass wool packing in the non-critical paths to eliminate li ght leakage

into the spectrometer. The scintillator output window was made flat

rather than curved (as was described in Figure 1) In order to facilitate

easy optical focusing of the output scintillator window ( hereafter
referred to as “the window”).

Simple first order Bragg diffraction by the crystal was intended

to yield an output 5 cm wide across the window, representing a useful

range of from 4 to 14 keV photon energy. The window material chosen

was NE 102 plastic scintillator in sheet form , .9nm thick. This thick-

ness was calculated to give the best balance between absorption of the

— 
X-ray photons, which would go down as thickness decreased, and resolution

22
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which would get worse as thickness increased. The scintillator had a

several thousand angstrom layer of aluminum vacuum deposited on the

inside which would essentially double the efficiency of the output in

the direction of the detector.’2~ This choice of scintillator also

yielded a reasonably constant absolute quantum efficiency from the

range of 1-10 keY. (21,22) Personal coiTmunicatlons with Nuclear Enter-

prises stated that this quantum efficiency is about 2.5%, which is

much better than the generally accepted figure of .6% for most plastic

scintillators. Last of all, NE 102 has a decay time of 2.4nsec, which

makes it fast enough for the time resolution stated in the design

goals.

Spatial resolution Is stated to be aperature limited . Other

contributing factors to resolution degradation are the thickness of

the sclntillator and the crystal thickness.~
5
~

3.2 Sensitivity of the Spectrometer

Sensitivity will be defined here as the output which one can

reasonably expect to see at the window when a certain flux of X-rays

enters the spectrometer. The value to be examined is the output flux,

F1 , in watts/m2 at the window.

F1 I~~ye 1•e2/A , where

Intensity of the source (watts)

• (Flux incident on crystal/total flux)

• Diffraction efficiency of the crystal (No. dlff/No.lncident) 

- . .- s,-- - .- - 
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e2 = Conversion efficiency of NE 102 scintillator in window

a•absorption =

Absolute quantum efficiency (2.5%)

Ab= Absorption In NE 102 = l-e~~

p = , where E = photon energy in keV
E

x = Thickness of Ne 102 in cm (.091 cm)

A • Area of NE 102 exposed to diffracted beam (m2)

We shall calculate these various constants here.

For E = 10 keY Ab = .19

Thus e2 = 4.8x10 3

BIrks~
5
~ has stated that e1 is essentially 1 in 1000.

e1 = .OOl

To find y we must find what distance the crystal sits from the

source. Direct measurement sets this val ue at 150 m. Therefore,

assuming Isotropic radiation of the source and assuming the source is -

a point source,

• SpOt size r = 150 nm
4irr 2spot size 8 n mn .

Thus,

• 2.8x10~~ .

-—5 — --5- --- - — V -— ____-
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Note that this is the worst case for y . If radiation is

radiated preferentially away from the anode face or if the crystal Is

placed closer to the source, y may be substantially improved. Also,

the source is not a point source, a fact noted by several Investi-

gators, (11,13,14) which would also tend to ‘Increase y

Using 1~ = 7.4x104 watts for the case of an exploding wire as a

source, we obtain (for A = 2x10 4 m2)

F1 = 5.OxlO 2 watts/rn2

Photoelectronic imaging devices usually specify sensitivities

with respect to foot-candles at the faceplate of the device. Thus,

F2 will be expressed in these units

F2 = F1/.0l73 
= 2.9 H ft. candles

This figure is, of course, a general luminosity figure. Appendix 1

contains a graph of the relative response of the output window across

its useful output range.

3.3 Tests Performed on Spectrometer

Noting that the value of Ab is 19%, the remainder of X-rays

incident on the window pass through. These may be detected by photo-

graphic plates to observe if actual spectra are being generated by the

spectrometer. To obtain exposure levels equivalent to those achieved

by placing film directly in front of the diagnostic port, long exposure

times are required. An exposure multiplication factor, p may be
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estimated by the expression

1 .Area of NE lO2
~ e1 Spot size

yielding p ~ 2.5xl0
4

This means a piece of f i lm must be clamped over the w indow of the

spectrometer for 25,000 wire explosions or for about 12,000 minutes of

exposure to an e-gun generated X-ray source. Obviously, a more

sensitive film than the Poloroid Type 57 is needed.

X-ray crystallography uses Kodak Medical X-ray type NS safety film.

This film is designed for high sensitivity to X-rays. A plate of it

was taped In front of the window and exposed to an ‘~l3.5 +.5 kY electron

beam of liOlia strength for a period of 5 hours.

It was then developed in the normal manner for this type of film.

Figure 12 is the result. The heavy lines are K~ emiss ion from the

copper anode in the vicinity of 7.6 keY. Some fine structure is also

- visible at higher energies, while only a continuum ‘Is observable below

the lines.

In addition, p is a significant number. It is an order of

magnitude estimator of the gain necessary in the photoelectric detector. 

S - ~5 - ~ -~~~~~~~— - --S- - -5-5- - -
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CHAPTER IV

HIGH SENSITIVITY VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM

4.1 ~eq,uirements of the Detector

The data presented in Section 3.2 and 3.3 state qual itatively that

the detector must be quite sensitive. The originally proposed detector

scheme involved the use of an SEC (secondary electron conduction)

vidicon tube. Prior to the author’s involvement with this project, a

Westinghouse WL-3069l tube and specifications were obtained .~
23) Thus ,

the first set of calculations deal with the suitability of this tube

as a detector. (24)

The SEC vidicon is a low lag device. This means that approximately

90% of the information stored on the target of the tube is read off

after the first field. Therefore, one can expect reasonable signal

current levels (>2Ona) for 1/60 of a second (.017 seconds). In this

period of time, a resolution of 275 TV lines per raster height is

possible. In order to obtain this type of performance from a WL-30691 -,

a faceplate illum ination level of approximately 4xl0 4 ft.c. (foot

candles) Is required.

We will assume, for the moment, that a lens system is available

which is capable of intercepting and focusing enough light from the

spectrometer window to achieve the same light levels at the faceplate

of an image tube as Is found at the window.

We now define a time te which will be an exposure length for a

29
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f rame taken by the tube. (This brings in another requirement of the

imaging device. It must be gatable for times on the order of te -

This will be discussed further in this section and later on.) If te

is taken to be 100 nanoseconds, about 10 tImes the proposed vaiue ,~
16)

an effective Illumination level at the tube faceplate may be calculated.

L
~L•eff 

= Illumination at the faceplate x lx~?;7s:c:

From the data given in Section 3.2, we obtain

L
~L•eff = l.7 10~ ft.c.

Clearly, a tube about 20 times more sensitive Is required to have

even a marginally adequate device.

After examination of several possibilities, a custom coupled

package consisting of a Westinghouse WX-31381 SEC vidicon and a Varo ~‘

8605 diode intensifier was purchased. The intensifier adds a gain

factor of 60 (minimum ) to the performance of the SEC vidicon . In

addition , the WX-31381 Is a gatable tube, whereas the WL-30691 was not.

At the time of purchase, Westinghouse stated that they had no

experience gating this tube for te < lpsec.~
25
~ It was therefore

decided to go ahead and try to operate the tube in the sub-microsecond

(lO-lo0p sec) range since no reason was given against such operation at

the time.

4.2 Electronics for the Camera Head
— 

The vacuum electron currents and high voltages used in the tube $

5--———- - ____ —--- 5 - 5— —-—-—5 -—— ——. —.—-- -~~~ —- - —
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require suitable magnetic shielding and electrical insulation . The tube

was mounted in a section of 6 inch PVC cylinder with a five layer

wrapping of 14 mu p-metal around the outside. The tube is held in

place in the interior of the tube by 1/4” plexiglass disks mounted

between the ring electrodes. These also provided stand-off Insulation

between the electrodes. The rear plate for the insulation cylinder is

soft steel to provide a magnetic short circuit for the p-metal wrapping .

A case made of 1/4” aluminum plate (alloy 6061) was made to house

the entire camera assembly in order to isolate the internal electronics

from the 60 kc ringing frequency from the exploding wire apparatus.

The skin depth of aluminum at this frequency is approximately 1 m , so

good AC shielding is provided for use in a high noise environment.

The front face of the case is 1/4 steel plate, again for magnetic

shielding purposes.

The various support electronics used in the camera head were

either built or purchased in accordance with the specifications sent

with the coupled tube package. See Appendix 2 for the specific data

on the tube package. One great savings of time and effort was the

acquiring of the video processing board and sweep generation board from

an already existing camera design.~
26
~ The video board is a Telemation

DWG No. 01-013377-001. The sweep board is a Telemation DWG No. 01-

013373-001. These boards generate the majority of the signals neces-

sary to drive the scanning and low voltage sections of the tube along

with processing the video output signal . It is recoivmnended here that

— — -.-S - - - - - --- ----— ---- — 5 --
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the TMC-llOO instruction manual (26) be used as a reference for

obtaining details about circuit description and operation .

The generation of a composite video signal was chosen in order to

make interfacing to existing video storage systems easy. Thus , a sync

board based on National Semiconductor’s MM 5320N sync generator chip

was constructed from schematics available in the TMC-I100 manual. Th i ’.

board interfaces with the other two Telemation boards to provide a

video output signal in compliance with the EIA RS-170 sync standard.

Some modifications were made to these boards in ordcr to make

them compatible with the tube package and its focus and deflection

coils. These are listed and/or shown in Appendix 3. Full schematics

for these portions oc the camera head will be found in a forthconiinq S

Instruction manual for the camera.

In addition to the circuitry necessary for the operation of any

standard black-and-white TV camera, this tube package also requires

hi gh voltage biasing and electronics to generate the gatinq pu1ses .~
’
~
’
~

The gating pulses are applied to the focus electrode of the intensifier

section of the SEC tube. If a signal of -1.1 kV Is applied to this

electrode, the tube is turned off. Therefore, wanting to gate the tube

on , a +1.1 kV signal is applied to this electrode in order to raise it

to its normal operating potential of -7.5 kV (see Appendix 2).

In order to avoid injecting noise into the biases on the other

electrodes, a separate high voltage supply, a Venus Scientific ST-JON .

-
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is used to set the operating potential of the focus electrode . The

camera is to be used in both a continuous and a gated mode of operation .

Therefore, the ST-ION must have two imput voltages , one for each

operating mode. The circuit used to control the ST-iON and generate

the gating pulses is shown in Figure 13.

The 2D2l is a thyratron. The plate of the thyratron is biased to

a high voltage by the Venus K-30 high vol tage supply. Inputs gate on

the thyratron, sending a pulse down the delay line . The pulse reaches

the end of the delay which is open circuited . It is reflected ,

returning to the plate pin on the 2D2l , switching it off. The out-

put at the cathode is then a square pulse with ampl i tude of +1100 vo lts

and duration determined by the formula

te 
= lOt n sec.

where t is the length of the delay line in meters . Fi gure 14 is a

photograph of the high voltage pulsing unit , while Figure 15 shows out-

put pulses from this unit.

There are two high voltage biasing sections , one for the intensifier

and imaging sections and one for the reading beam scanning section .

Simple high impedance voltage dividers were used n each case along with -

a high voltage supply for each divider. Figure 16 shows the schemati :s

for these biasing networks. A filter capacitor is included in the

imaging network in order to remove some of the 40 khz noise from the’

oscillator in the -24 kV high voltage supply.
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(
Fi gu re  14.

The Hi g h Vo l t age  Pu~~s~ G~~r~erator

~~~~~~~
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a) 10 nsec Pulse  H o r i z o n t al  Sca le  is - 100 fls(~c/d jv

~
—=:i. ~~~~~~~~~~~~

I .

b) 25 nsoc Pulse  H or iz on t ~~l Sca1t ~ is 50 ‘i~ .~ e/div .

Figure  15.

Output  Pulses f rom Hi gh V o i l a g e  P u l s  U n i t
(Vert ica l  Scales— --Upper , 20 v/ d i v ;

Lower , 200 v/ d i v .)
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C) 50 ~ sec P u l s e  H o r i z o n t a l  s ca le  i s  50 ‘~‘. c / d i v .

.1

~~~~~~11111 p
d) 100 nsec Pulse Hori2ontal Scale is 100 q~~i’e/div .

Figure 15 (cont.).
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a) Imaging Section
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b) Scanning Section

Figure 16.

High Voltage Biasing
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Cathode Blanker Circuit
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AnQther circuit added to the system is a cathode blanking board.
S This board applied the 30 Volt positive signal to turn off the reading

beam for the tube. External control of this function is desirable, so

Interfacing with a storage system or some external device is accom-

plished with a TTL chip. The IN 357 op amp is used then to turn the

beani on and off. The voltages required to run this system are

generated on-board. Figure 17 Is a schematic of the cathode blanker

board. It includes a connection to the sweep board which shuts off

the beam when either of the deflection supplies stops for some reason.

Figure 18 is the alignment coil drivers, designed to allow +70 ma

to flow through each of the alignment coils. This is the last addi-

tional circuit required to make the tube operate properly.

412.Y

— 2H5OZ~

5k

Figure 18. Al ignment Drivers.
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4.3 Optics for the Detector

It is necessary to collect as much li ght off of the window as
possible and focus it as an image on the faceplate of the tube. This

involves getting the objective portion of the optical system as close

• to the window as possible. The objective must be wide enough to cover

the entire width of the window. The focused Image must then fit on

the 30x40 nm intensifier faceplate. Last of all , the lens must have a

large aperture, i.e. it must have a low f number. -

Using simple thin lens formulas , which actually do not apply

specifically in this case, rough estimates of lens requirements were

obtained. A lens of f = .5 with a 30 nm focal length was desired and

thus searched for After numerous optical products were investigated

and ultimately discarded, it was determined that a lens of such abnormal

specifications could not be obtained within budgetary limits. Such a

lens system would require one of a kind construction from special glasses

costing in the neighborhood of $20,000.

A compromise was found in a Rodenstock XR-Hellgon f/.75-50 nm lens

system. Appendix 4 contains a copy of the partial specifications for

this~~stem. This lens is especially suitable for use with the tube

package since the rear of the lens housing is insulated against the

photocathode high voltage. Disadvantages to the lens system include a

short back focal length, a narrow angular field , and low spectral

— 

transmission (70%) at the wavelength at which the NE1O2 radiates.

- 
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-

A focusing system Is also required. Since a lens is a device of a

fixed aperture and focus, an externally movable lens mount was con-

structed. It enables the images to be focused by changing the objective-

to-subject and imaging-to-focal plane distances. Figure 19 shows the

simple arrangement that was used.

This optical system enables one to reduce a slit image by a factor

of 2 with the middle 50% of the image in reasonably sharp focus. Better

edge focusing is not attainable due to the narrow angular field of the

lens.
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Figure 19.

Diagram of Lens P ocusing System
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CHAPTER V

• THE DETECTION SYSTEM

One important part to a complete X-ray spectrometer system remains
I

to be described. Since the pictures of X-ray spectra are generated

(and erased) essentially in two video fields, a total duration of 1/30

of a second, there must be some method of storing the video frame of

interest.

During the construction of the high sensitivity vidicon camera,

another project was also underway. It involved the design and construc-

tion of a video-disk storage, originally developed for use In pattern

recognition. It Is capable of storing a single video frame, provided

the output of the video source is EIA RS-llO standard sync video. (28)

This system is essentially treated as a complete unit to go with

the rest of the spectrometer. Figure 20 gives a block diagram of the

enttp’e X-ray spectrometer System.

I

____________________- 
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CHAPTER V I

TESTS AND RESULTS

6.1 IntroductIon

There were two stages Involved in the testing of the camera head

and the results of these required a third test. The first two tests

required the construction and calibration of li ght sources for the

camera to detect. The camera was then tested in a steady state mode.

This allowed the adjustment of all the standard video components and

the video output signal. The imaging system was also checked and

adjusted at this stage. Afterwards, when the steady state tests were

deemed satisfactory, testing In the pulsed mode began. This chapter

Is a description of these tests and their results.

6.2 Stepdy State Testing

For this procedure, a light box was constructed from 1/4” aluminum
plate, It was used in two different ways. First, it was used to

provide a uniform illumination level for the entire photocathode of the

imaging tube. This test was performed In order to see If the basic un-

adjusted system was sensitive to light. After this test was completed ,

• the light box was refitted to simulate a spectrometer scintillation

window so that the camera could be adjusted for optimum resolution.

Ptgure 21 is a slutch of the light box. The light source within

the b~x was a green LEO with a series load resistor of lka. A variable

— - voltage power supply enabled the radiant output of the LED to be varied

46
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Figure 21.

Sketch of Light Box Used in Steady State
Testing
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from zero to approximately 300 ml crowatts. A very large percentage of

this light is absorbed in the box by the walls and the reflection and

diffusion screens. Visual estimates of the light levels produced at

the faceplate of the tube were in the range of from lO~ to lO~ foot

candles.

Figure 22 is a photograph of the test stand and monitor for the

focused testing stage. The dark circle on the monitor is a dot on the

simulated window Inside the light box. Resolution of much more

detailed images is possible but do not show well photographically.

(Better techniques will be required for a system which yields detailed

X-ray spectra). From other test patterns, resolutions of >3 lines/rn

were obtained.

The slit image was placed on a slight diagonal across the tube

faceplate because any noise in the video system tends to run horizontal-

ly and vertically across the screen. The diagonal image may contain

some low level fine structure and detail which is then more easily

Separated from this noise.

6.3 Pulsed Testing

The second critical testing point arrived after satisfactory

results were obtained in the steady state tests. The pulsed mode

operational tests required the calibration of a light source which gave

outputs In the range frum 1 to 1000 ft. candles. This source would

then i1luaninate a simulated window with test markings on it.

Ordinary room light is in the range of from 1 to 100 ft. candles,

S ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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so an incandescent light was capable of providing the range of light

levels required. A diagram and calibration table of the source used

in the pulsed mode tests is given in Figure 23. Light levels direct-

ly behind the paper window were measured with a GE 213 light level

mater, capable of giving readings from 5 to 2000 foot candles.

The simulated window, as shown in the diagram, was a strip of

tracing paper with the message,

THIS IS A TEST OFF

4 6cm

printed on it using dry transfer letters. It was attached to the

sift opening on the focusing plate (see Figure 21). Proper operation

of the camera in the pulsed mode should then yield single frame images

of the test message. These Images, incidentally, were obtained during

steady state testing with essentially the middle 50% of the message

in focus (see SectIon 4.3).

A block diagram of the pulse mode testing scheme is given in

FIgure 24. Pulsed testing began with d — 24” (see Figure 23) and te
set at lO0~sec. This should yield an effective light level at the

• tube faceplate of approximately iO~~ ft. candies. This Is enough

light to yield a resolvable image.

However, a resolvable image was not obtained. This occurred for

two reasons. First, the imaging section appeared to introduce a great

S s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  5~~~~~~~S 5 5  
_ .  I
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4 . Tracing Paper with
60 Watt Incandescent ( Test Message

with shield

_ _  

-
~

I
y
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Focusing P l a t e  and

Bel lows

d (in.) Light Level at Slit (ft. C.)

1 900
3 500
5 280
8 150

10 110
12 80
15 50
17 40
19 30
23 20
28 15
34 10
43 5

Figure 23.

Diagram and Table of Light Source for Pulsed
Mode Testing
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Figure 24.

. Pulsed Mode Test Setup
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deal of distortion in the form of defocusing. Secondly, the gating of

the tube was not complete. Some photoelectrons off of the vidicon ’s

photocathode had sufficient energy to bypass the gating potential and

were accelerated to the SEV target. Consequently, the image obtained

consisted of a bright unfocused strip across a bright high noise steady

state background.

After numerous attempts at adjusting focusing and gating voltages ,

no image Improvement could be obtained. It was decided to replace the

incandescent li ght source with a strobe, thereby decalibrating the test

setup but allowing a substantial reduction in the steady state back-

ground noise.

This experiment yielded the suspected results. The background

brIghtness was nearly removed. However, no improvement was made in

resolution of the slit image.

The slit was then taped in order to see if larger areas of light

and dark could be resolved. Block tape was used to form an image which

S w~s a thick U-shape with the center of the U being a 3 nm square. This

should have been easier to resolve than the sutxniliimeter dry transfer

letters.

Again, a focused image was unobtainable. The 3 nm square of light

was visible on the mcnitor screen but only as an unresolved spot .

At this point, the author~again consulted with the Westinghouse
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Electron Tube Division .~
29
~ Calculations on their part revealed a

problem with the photocathode sheet resistance.

S 

This is an unspecified value, in general , for the SEC vidicon

tubes. For these tubes, however, it falls in the vicinity of 100k -

lO0Ok~ per square. Westinghouse calculations showed that, even

assuming the optimistic value of lOOkc~/sq., a voltage profile with a

magnitude of approximately 50 volts will fall across the tube photo-

cathode when illuminated with a 10 to 20 ft. candle image. This is

sufficient to cause Image defocusing. Al so, note that the profile

magnitude could be up to ten times worse.

These calculations further revealed that the tube probably could

not be gated at frame widths (te) less than 1 to l0usec. This would

S 
avoid the above described effects of photocathode saturation.

Westinghouse further stated that SEC vidicons could be constructed,

on a one by one basIs, which would have lower photocathode sheet

,esistances. This could be accomplished by depositing a very thin

layer of metal within the structure of the photocathode while it is

S under construction. (Westinghouse stated that it had done such work

• under contract about 10 years ago). This process could reduce the

photocathode sheet resistance to <l00Oi~ per square. However, the

process could not be done to an existing tube.

This essential ly halted the proj ect. Budgetary and time

allowances did not permit the consideration of rebuilding the camera

~~
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around a modified tube. It was decided at this point to do two things.

First, institute another literature search, this one by the author, to

make des ign reconmnendations to the project sponsor for rebuilding of

the project. Secondly, a third experiment using the present tube in

its integrating and storage mode would be run.

6.4 Integrating and Storage Mode Operation

This third experiment was attempted because it was thought the

tube In the camera head had the capability to integrate low level

signals for long periods of time (on the order of a minute) This

would allow using the X-ray spectrometer in its steady state mode with

the electron beam as its source. The detector could then integrate

the output of the window for many seconds and then send an X-ray

spectrum to the video-disk storage unit.

In general, the SEC tubes are manufactured such that the dark

noise current off of the photocathode will give acceptable signal-to-

noise levels so that integration periods of up to five seconds are

possible. Selected tubes are capable of yielding integration

periods of u~ to thirty minutes. Storage times are generally several

hours with the photocathode voltage turned off. (23)

This experiment, then, used the entire X-ray spectrometer system

shown in Figure 20 with the X-ray source being the electron gun.

Accordfng to Table 1, this should yield window illumination levels of 

~~~ ~~j  
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lo~~ ft. candles. This Is roughly equivalent to the background

photon shot noise found in non—select tubes. 
(30) Thus it Is first

necessary to run the experiment with the electron beam turned off to

see how long the tube can integrate without generating a large amount

of background signal .

This experiment was tried. Since the tube was not specified for

long integration capability, it is not surprising that after integra-

tion periods of from 5 to 10 seconds, background flash was deemed to

be too bright to allow integration of the signal from the spectrometer.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ T1. — - 
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS AND WORK TO BE DONE

7.1 ConcluSions Based on Literature Search

It is apparent that minor modifications to the camera head will

not correct the problems due to the high photocathode sheet resistance.

A subsequent literature search has shown that the distortion is

definttely due to this effect. (31 ,32,33) Also shown in this search is

that a reduction of the photocathode sheet resistance will solve the

problem.

Westinghouse has stated that such special tubes can be constructed

by them at their laboratories. (29) If desired, a package of the same

form (WX-3l38l plus intensifier) can be made. It is important to note

that both the intensifier and the tube are subject to the same satura-

tion effects. Therefore, both devices must incorporate low resistance

photocathodes.

Bradley noted that satisfactory sub-nanosecond frame rates are

obtained with photocathodes having sheet resistances of b a/sq. (31)

S Therefore, for the required 10 nanosecond frames for the X-ray spectro-

meter system, values of lK~/sq. should be satisfactory. This also

allows the imbedded metal within the photocathode to be made thin enough

so that the photocathode transmission Is essentially unaffected. (29)

The rest of the circuitry involved in the camera head performed

57
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satisfactorily. Thus, that design may be used with only minor

convenience modifications. The operations manual will contain a ful l

schematic description of the camera head.

7.2 Work to be Done

Again , the first thing which is to be done is the composition of

an operations manual and electrical description for the camera head.

Simultaneously, a refitting or reconstruction of the camera head by the
project sponsor may also be done. When completed, testing may be resumed

at the point where it was left off.

If the present system is not to be refitted, It may be converted

to a fast frame (lOusec) low light level camera so that when used in

conjunction with the video storage system, it may used without further

major modifications. The only modification necessary is an external

connection to a device which Is capable of generating the necessary

1 1  kV, ‘lO~isec gating pulses.

A total redesign of the detector around a silicon diode vidicon is

also possible. Recent designs of such systems involve taking 5~sec

frames from the output of an X-ray spectrometer . (34) The output of

such a device is not an image, however. Rather, it is an oscilloscope

trace showing individual diodes charging and discharging.

A variatIon of this concept may be applied to our design. If the

slit li#ge is placed horizontally across the screen, the individual
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horizontal traces of the spectrum may be processed. For example ,

several lines may be taken, have noise removed from them, and then

they could be added together to provide an enhanced trace which showed

the details of the spectra. (See Figure 25).
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ADD UNtS AND
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SPECTRUM

Figure 25.

Illustrat:Lon of How Horizontal Scan Lines
Could Be Processed
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APPENDIX 1

RESPONSE OF NE 102 SCINTILLATOR TO UNIFORM NUMBER OF PHOTONS

(d-M/dE is Constant) INCIDENT

Pesponsi

D1S1 1 S ST h 1
~~~~~~~ + . S . ~~ S Th ~~~~~~~~~~~keV }

Pe1.ttv~ n. iibpr or v~~ib~e photons produced per
x-r ay of enerqy C. Data norm Ifzpd on response

-

~ 

_15~~~~~~ 
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____  _ _
S 
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APPENDIX 2

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE COUPLED TUBE PACKAGE

COUPLED PACKAGE TUBE PERFORMANCE

Tube performance g iven for 4 x 3 Raste r 525 TVL
~ 1/30 sec. frame time s ,iorwi.I scan

WIDE ANGLE TUBE SENSITIVITY

L.L. — I x 10~ fc 3400 ~AIfc

V I SIB LE RESOLUTIO N - V .A. CENTER 550 TVL/RT NT
— - 

80% EDGE 500 TVL/RT NT

EDG E FOCUS Eg
3 

— 753 V

D ISCERNIBLE RESOLUT I ON - V.A.

L.L. • 9 ) 4  x 1O~~ fc 100 TVL/RT NT

L .L. — 5.33 z io~ fc 550 TVL/RT NT

NJ.. 900 TVL/RT NT

BLEMISNES See Quality Photo

VOLTAGES $ CURRENTS

Vp c — —23 liv Photocathode of II
Vsec — - 8 liv Anode of I I  ~ photcicathode of SEC

S Vff — — 7.5 liv SEC Focu s Electrode
Vzz — — 7.0 liv SEC 7o~n Electrode

S Vc. — — 2.95 liv SEC Corrector Electr ode
V i — 0 SEC Anode C. Sec Anode Flange

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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COUPLED PACKAGE TUBE PERF0~MANCE (CONTINJED)

GUN VOLTAGES

Eg 1 — —54.6 V For 
~ si g — 400

Eg2 — 300 V

Eg
3 

— 726 V

Eg4 — 744v

Eg
5 

— 15 V a Suppressor Mesh

114 — 442 mA Iv • 44 mA

— .30 mA @ Eg 1 — -9..6 V

SQUARE WAVERESPONSE — V .A. 100 TVL/RT lIT — 87%
— 400 ~~~ I~~ — 250 ~A 200 TVL/RT NT — 68%

300 TVL /RT MT — 40%

400 TVL/RT NT — 28%

500 TVL/RT NT — 8%

SQUARE WAV ERESPONSE - N .A . See Photo

~ Magnification • 2.0

NOTE : VX— 3l38lBR and Varo image intens ifier ground and polished
within 1 .5 ,~ flatness. Both tubes coup led dry wi th
aluminum c ’w’plng rings and lu ci te centering disc.
Cl amp i ng screw s torqued to 13 oz.—In . Corrector capacitor
. .OlMf and P - 1.70 K~~~connected to corrector and GD.

I~
L

~~~~~3
* luk ~~ I ~~~~

L 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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p APPENDIX 3

This is listing of the corrections made to Telemation sweep board

in order to make It compatible with the WX-3l381 tube and its focus and

deflection coils.

1) G3 from tube connects to on-board 300V supply.

2) Output of IC 3llB to Cathode Blanker Board.

3) R386 is normally a factory selected value. In

this system It is 15.2n

4) To increase amount of current available to the

horIzontal defl ection coils R321 & R322 have been

changed from l6O~ each to 9l~ each. Leave center

top on horizontal coil hang.

5) The vertical deflection coil requires center top

4 to be connected to middle of its parallel resistance

to eliminate ringing. Therefore, replace R356 with

2 3.3Kn resistors with an available center top.

Refer to the Telemation TMC-1IOO instruction manual and to the

forthcomIng camera operations manual for the details and locations of

these modifications.

S _ - - S -1
_ - -  
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APPENDIX 4

SPECiFICATIONS OF THE XR - HELIGON LENS

This lens hse bear comput.d e~p cially for use wttfr X-ray wag. snt.nsif..rt Iii~ being used as collimating
lens ir5 S tand.n- systam with the purpose of tr.n.mi?t r ng the anode n ags lion the imeg. intermsil.r tube
omit. tha oolhod. of a TV.taliing tube or ..rr.itive film

-

Optical data: Mechan ical data:
Focal l.ngth (—!~ 51.8 mm Ytinimum diameter Of mount (a) ~~.Oiinit
Relative aperture fF0 75 D enreter of front nng (b) V SO. I
Angular held 2w 166 7~t,l length (c) cc 75 mm
Iwege dam atar 2 y 15.0mm Dsance from and of mount to image.
Image scale fl — I in air (d) Cs 4S7  mm
Corracted for range of wav, lengths 450.-iso rim Dittance fr on - seating face to
Bsdp focui (—e s ) in aIr - 52mm mwge. in ar (5) 61 .3 0.5mm
Nodal point aspiration I - 11.2mm F~ r demet.’ of front Ian. elenm ant (g) 88.0mm

114.9 mm Overal l ier,gth of tens ayste m (h) 73.9 mm
Thid.rmaa of screen glala 0 tube tatter Weight 945 g
into sccouni in correction 3.2 mm Th~ rear part of th~ mount is insulated against

tube aid. high voltage.
All ind,catad data war, valid at the time of gt~.; to prase They are riot binding since modifications may

S become necessary iii the Int.r.et or further Improvemant whid, will tr ier, be uncor porstad without prior notica
Only the t d~n,cal information wluth a being su bm itted togetha with our quotat io ns may be corr.ud.rad

S ndIIig
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PART III

PLASMA INJECTION

for

A SHIVA MACHINE

by

O.K. MAWARDI AND A. FERENDECI
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Introduction

The concept of substituting the “liner” foil in SHIVA implosion cham-

bers by plasma injected from a subsidiary gun had been proposed a few years

ago by M. Wolfe.’~~ In order to test the feasibility of this idea, a

series of investigations were performed in which plasma produced by a coax-

ial gun of the Cheng type (2) was to be introduced in a container analogous

to the implosion chamber.

Because the plasma had to be injected through a number of circular

holes whose centers were arranged on a circle, there was some concern on the

influence of the non uniform distribution in the azimuthal direction of the

plasma density. To evaluate the extent of this non-uniformity it was

decided to study the behavior of the plasma as it is injected through a

circular orifice in a flat plate and to compare it with the behavior of the

plasma as it escapes from two neighboring holes.

This report suninarizes the results obtained and reports on the prelim-

inary measurements of electron dens ities and on photographic observations
of the plasma jet.

Criteria for Plasma Densities

The required densitites were found from the assumption that 1 mgm. of

plasma was to be injected inside the implosion chamber. The plasma was to

be introduced through ~O holes , each 1 cm in diameter, and aligned on a

circle of twenty centimeters in radius. The explosion chamber is approxi-

mately 1 cm high. Itis important, therefore, that the plasma will be

uniform in the axIal duration and would not recombine during the “filling ”

time. - SmkT
Now the characteristic radiation cooling time is given by ~~

= 
e e
w

— 1 —

S — -—~~~~~~~~ . -  -~~~~~ -5- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ S - ~~~~~~ -~ ’-— - - - v  
___  
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where W, the radiation power per unit volume, is contributed by the

force-free transitions and fource-bound transitions. Actually

W = W ff+W fb

= ( 1. 52x1O 32 )m~T~”2+ (4.1 lxlO 31 )m~T~~”2in watts/cm
3

In the above relation me Is the mass per cm3 and Te Is in eV. The tempera-

ture thus falls like Te 
= Tinitiai (ex p -

Now if we require Vth = 0.1 Vdirected in the implosion chamber and S

v = 1 cm/)lsec, then

vth = (-i-—) = o.1 vdirect 
= 10 cm/sec.

This def ines
_ 1 10T - —mx l O

= T1~1t (exp -

Hence, for a given intial T1fl~t 
10eV , the time needed to allow the temp-

erature to cool to Te = 3eV is of the order of 1 lisec.

The mass me used above indicated that one would need a density of at

least l&7/cm3 (for Helitan).

Summary of Diagnostics Performed

The SHIVA implosion chamber was simulated by two parallel plates. One

of the plastes had in it a hole 1 cm in diameter. In a subsequent experiment

the perforated plate was replaced with one which had two holes.

The important parameters that were needed to be measured were: the
directed velocity of the plasma prior to Its impinging on the plate, its



velocity after its escaping through the orifice in the plate, the extent 
S

of divergence of the plasma jet as it leaves the plate and the density of

the plasma in these various conditions.

The velocities of the plasma were inferred from an STL image converter

camera used in a streaking mode. The divergence of the beam was directly

seen from the STL camera used as a frame camera . The plasma density was

measured by means of an Ashby-Jephcott~~ laser interferometer used directly

as developed by Ashby and Jephcott or as modified by Bekefi ’
~~. The first

method is suited for the higher density range in which the interferometer

yields several fringes, while the other is specially suited when one detects

a fraction of a fringe.

Results

The beam velocity was observed to be approximately 5 cm/iisecs. This

higher velocity works to our advantage since the transit time of the plasma

over a length equal to the height of the implosion chamber is much shorter

than the recombination time of the plasma.

It was found also that it was important to electrically float the plate.

When grounded, appreciable return currents flow to the ground. These currents,

if asymmetric, cause the plasma beam to acquire a whippi ng motion.
Visual observation of the appearance of the plate revealed that the

plate was seriously ablated, even after one experiment. It thus appeared

that an apprciable amount of metal vapor is injected in the implosion chamber

together with the plasma. Several fringes were detected on the Interfero-

meter, thus indicating that the electron density is quite high. In fact,

we estimated it to be at least 5 x 1&1/cm3 and more probably lO18/cm3. The 
S

density of the ablatants is best found from the measurement of the intensity

of radiation of the Aluminum (for an Al plate) or Copper line. Unfortunately,

- 3 -
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these lines are very close to the He-Ne laser line so that narrow band

interference filters are needed to differentiate these lines of each other. S

Since we did not have such filters in our laboratory, we estimated the

ablatant density from the mass of material ablated. This estimate yielded

the remarkable result that about 10 mgms appear to be entrained by the

plasma.

The preliminary results described here show that plasma injection is

most promising.
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